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TIPS FOR  
MANAGING CRISIS  

AND DISRUPTION

As we mark the 10th anniversary 
of the February earthquake in 
Canterbury, NZ we share ten key 
lessons we have learnt through 
our years of research and working 
with organisations to build their 
resilience. Our tips also draw on 
the data we have gathered from 
thousands of businesses impacted 
by the Canterbury earthquakes, by 
COVID-19, and other national and 
international disruptive events. 

Need help convincing others of the strategic 
benefits of improving employee engagement? 
Get in touch to see how our team can help.

Tracy Hatton
p:  021 160 7707
e : tracy.hatton@resorgs.org.nz

Check out our 
quick tips on how 
to improve  
staff engagement  

STAFF ENGAGEMENT:  
MORE THAN JUST A BUZZWORD
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Download our guide: 
Looking after your 
people in a crisis

cutt.ly/quickstartguide3

Sybil F. 
Stershic

The way your employees 
feel is the way your  

customers will feel. And 
if your employees don’t 
feel valued, neither will 

your customers.

Engaged staff will help your 
organisation recover and thrive

Research shows that organisations with 
engaged employees tend to perform 
significantly better than those with disengaged 
staff. If your employees are motivated to work 
hard every day for the good of the business, 
imagine how they will pull together when 
the business is in need. 

After the Canterbury earthquake, 
there were many examples of 
employees providing solutions 
for business problems, enduring 
difficult conditions, and 
supporting management and 
each other through the difficult 
post-disaster conditions.

Support your staff and they will 
support your business

 DWhere possible give staff flexibility. 
Give guidance on what needs to get 
done; not how or within what hours

 D Share the issues your business 
faces with your employees and 
seek to co-create solutions.

 D Show gratitude regularly and celebrate 
successes, even if they are small 
relative to the disruption impact.

 D Always be authentic.

Don’t wait for a crisis 
or disruption.  Engaged 
teams will outperform 
others in good and 
challenging times.

 Engage staff not just with words, but also actions and initiatives to support them and their personal wellbeing.


